
 

With Thermatech architectural mouldings you can create the style 

of home which suits your lifestyle and location. 

 

Whether you are building your own home or renovating your 

existing home, mouldings give visual appeal, depth of layering 

and provide the period style you require. 

 

MODERN 

These styles can be achieved with clean lines, framed areas and 

contrasting colours.   

Banding, parapet moulds, window surrounds, sills and quoining, 

sun hoods and blades will help you achieve that  

mid-century feel. 

 

 

 
 



CONTEMPORARY 

 

Contemporary styles are ever evolving and changing but can be 

achieved with straight lines and architectural features defining 

areas of the home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COLONIAL AUSTRALIAN 

This style imitates stone work and features external corners, 

window surrounds and sills

 

 

GEORGIAN 

The modern Georgian style is all about beautiful proportions and 

classic details. 

Columns and ornate parapet moulds, soffit moulds, corbels and 

window surrounds can help you achieve that opulent look. 

 

 

 

 

 



ART DECO 

 

Art Deco features simple lines, profile banding above windows and 

doorways.   Protruding entry features, and parapet moulds. 

 

 

 

ENGLISH MANOR 

 

For the elegant English manor, a combination of moulds to eaves, 

window surrounds, parapet and protruding entry features. 

 

 

 



THE HAMPTONS 

This increasingly popular American coastal style depicts easy 

living and a relaxed feel. 

 

 

 

MEDITERANNEAN 

European Styling very grand and opulent. 

Featuring arches, keystones, pier capitals, banding with continual 

horizontal lines, quoining, and feature columns. 

 

  

 



FRENCH PROVINCAL 

 

The Bordeaux French design is as elegant as it is stylish featuring 

framed arches, window surrounds, corbels, and parapet moulding. 

 
 

 

The façade designs depicted within this brochure are examples of 

what can be achieved with Thermatech’s Architectural Polystyrene 

Mouldings. The only limitation is your imagination. 

Thermatech can offer a service of custom design, manufacture and 

installation. 

 

Product information: 

We use high density polystyrene coated with our own formulated 

coating system which has evolved from our almost 30 years of 

experience of working in the field of architectural mouldings. Our 

coating system provides a texture, similar to a smooth rendered 

finish, and with a high quality textured membrane paint applied 

your mouldings will be outstanding feature of your home for years 

and years to come.  

For more information regarding our product please contact us at –  

        E: info@thermatech.com.au              T: 07 5531 2213 

www.thermatech.com.au 

mailto:info@thermatech.com.au
http://www.thermatech.com.au/

